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What would your town - or street, school, or community 
-  look like on a plate? 
The Town is the Menu invites each place to celebrate its value and uniqueness by creating 
a signature dish or menu inspired by their community and everyone in it.  

The process brings people together around food to celebrate the creation of a new signature 
dish. Its’ creativity and wit surprises us, makes us smile and wonder.  It permits us to shout 
about the pride we all have in our community - disregarding the perceptions of others. 
And it leaves an enduring legacy, a dish that truly belongs to the place and the people who 
inspired it. 
 
Food innovator Simon Preston has worked with a network of Unexpected Garden’s over 
the arc of the growing season to explore and develop a menu that truly represents them. 
Using local produce and produce grown within the gardens as the basis and the stories and 
memories of local people. We hope you enjoy looking through what has been created and 
maybe it will make you think about what would your town look like on a plate?
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Smoked Sausage Stew
In the past the air wasn’t so sweet - everyone over a 
certain age can remember the lingering, smoky smell 
of the creosote factory that permeated everything - 
perhaps even the sausages! But one thing you can say 
about Leven folk is they like to pitch in, have a hand in 
everything - so step forward! All help welcome in chopping 
the garden veg’ for the stew - not just land veg’ either, 
there’s seaweed too - reflecting the ever-present ocean 
and our seashore-loving chef Jayson. On the side, to 
quote a town elder - ‘Home grown totties, a wee bit o’ 
butter and salt and pepper. Happy days.’  

Flaxseed Bread
Tear some bread and dig deep into your stew. Long ago, 
this paper menu might have been made from flax in the 
mills nearby, or the ropes in the boots of cars that used to 
park here. It was a hard time but it made us what we are.

Apple Pastry and Cinnamon Swan 
Biscuit, Lingonberry 
This part of town was built on apple orchards, and so 
from 1880 they return to fill this pastry - well what else? 
We just can’t stop baking round here, it’s a way of life. 
Decorated with rails to herald the return of the railways 
and accompanied with a swan-shaped biscuit (aye, 
more baking), spiced to reflect the new cultures that the 
railway will bring. The sauce is lingonberry - oddly enough 
the plant badge of Clan MacDuff; they of the ruined castle 
that stars in our childhood adventures, our ghostly legends 
and our beautiful landscape. 
 

Leven
The Unexpected Garden in Leven 
wasn’t always so. Some remember it 
as a car park but go way back and it 
was Swan Pond, a favourite skating 
spot in the winter and eponymous 
home to that elegant bird of grace. 
And so we begin with a grace - written 
and spoken in Maori by our Chef 
Jayson Byles. 
E tu nga iwi
Whakapaingia enēi kai
Hei oranga mō ō maātaou tinana
Whāngaia hōki o mātou wairua 
Tei hei maori ora!

Listen my people
Bless this food
May it nourish our bodies
Feed our spirits 
And strengthen our souls.
Thanks for the breath of life!

Braw Pickled-Apple Slaw 
‘Braw!’ That’s what we like to say about Leven - it’s just 
braw! Well our starter is just raw; fruit and vegetables, 
some from our Unexpected Garden - crisp, minty fresh, 
in-your-face and packed with blood-pumping, cheek-
flushing, mood-lifting oxygen - like the air round here, 
take a lungful and smell the sea. Leven has a rich history 
and a promising future -  even the railways are soon to 
return. Your salad reflects that with the freshest of pickings 
sharing the stage alongside preserved produce. And 
it’s pretty too! Garnished with flower petals (the master-
horticulturalists of the famous Leven Flower Show would 
approve) including Dandelion petals. Some locals called 
the humble dandelion ‘Pee-the-bed’ but let’s not dwell on 
that. 

Producer:  Naomi d’Cruz
Menu:  Jayson Byles
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Fèis Rois
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Sweet Potato and Chilli Soup
These flavours just seem to sit well together, like we 
people of Stranraer; curious about our neighbour, always 
appreciative but never overpowering.  As with our spicy 
soup, we’re a warm community - warm spirited certainly, 
but mild in climate too - even the exotic sweet potato 
(sensitive to the cold as it is) finds a home here. Garnish 
with a flash of yoghurt, it’ll lighten-up the chilli - and reflect 
the umpteen lighthouse beacons that surround us.

Blackened Beef Stew with Soda Bread
It has to be beef round here (although, the 
lamb is amazing too); we rear some of the best in our 
super-green landscape. There are greens in the stew - and 
black! The meat is blackened - not like the unfortunate 
local bride and grooms-to-be who are pelted with rotten 
food - but with something a touch sweeter, treacle.  For 
richness, there’s a splash of Port, what else for a famous 
port that’s good at sport?! You’ll find other Unexpected 
Garden veggies in the stew too, and we’ve hoked some 
tatties specially. 

Our connection with the Northern Irish people runs deep - 
through culture, language and tradition - so dig deep into 
your stew with a hunk of soda bread. 

Oh, we do world-class oysters too but…. enough already! 

The vegan option is another classic from our Northern 
Irish cousins, Boxty. Served with sautéed green cabbage.

Stone Cake
The days when the Rhins and the Macchars curled stones 
across the frozen lochs are gone, but sport still inspires 
us. To be sure we’ve been cheering The Blues on for 
over 150 years! We’re proud to show off our stone Castle 
Tower too but the blue-ish stone fruit in this cake is the 
Victoria Plum. Ferries, ships are in all our veins and to this 
day, we remember and honour the 135 souls lost when 
the MV Princess Victoria sank off our shores in 1953.

stranraer
Producer:  Beth Piggott
Menu:  Fed Up Community Café, Stranraer
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Gregor Anderson
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Smoked Cauliflower Tacos with 
Salted Pickled Veg’
Inspired by the songwriting of Shelagh McKay Jones 
who sang of Greenock’s ‘Cauliflower and Magic Milk’, our 
version is smoked - like the tobacco that fuelled much of 
the town’s growth - and spiced with the toasty flavour of 
paprika. These strong flavours reflect the ever-present 
warmth of our community and our feisty and fearless 
character. The pickled Unexpected Garden veg’ is salted 
and sure to make you thirsty - but it was a thirst for 
knowledge that drove steadfast campaigners to fight and 
fight for the Barrs Cottage library, where our garden now 
stands.

So you may need a wee drink to go with it… and here’s 
the Magic Milk part. Cream soda with fresh Renfrewshire 
milk, the taste of a hundred thousand Greenock 
childhoods.

Cow Shed Pies
Morton FC fans love a pie and Barrs Cottage was once 
a butcher’s shop, so this wee empanada is filled with 
peppery (see, that warmth again) beef, haggis and lamb, 
and served with a wee pot of baked bean sauce. Classic! 
The pie edges are corrugated; like the tin roof of the Cow 
Shed stand, or the funky planters in our garden, or the 
Anderson shelters that once stood here - you decide. The 
steam vents on top, ensuring your pie is perfectly crisp, 
would surely get the approval of James Watt, were he 
alive today; local lad and inventor of a steam engine that 
changed the world. 

Barrs Cottage Pie V

So yes, folk round here love a pie - and here’s another. 
Layered with flavourful Unexpected Garden veg’ and 
topped with totties - sliced, as tradition dictates. It’ll keep 
away the chills, just like our Wee Annie statue, wrapped up 
by locals in her hat and scarf - also as tradition dictates! 
It’s a BIG pie (none of this individual nonsense), made to 
share, communal like our garden and our way of life. And 
we like to be generous round here so go on, help yourself 
to a hefty portion.

Poppyseed Panna Cotta  
The houses round here were built for soldiers and police 
officers, many of them are homes for heroes, so we 
honour and remember them with poppy seeds. Crowning 
your custard a candyfloss Clyde fog, recalling the days 
when the sugar industry was king in Greenock. And 
dingied in your dessert is a shipwrecked chocolate sugar 
boat that - like the famous full-scale version lost to the 
river - is only revealed at ‘low tide’. So get eating!

‘Going Galoshans’ Cupcakes
Trick-or-treating Inverclyde style! We wouldn’t sneak a 
massive, eye-popping hit of chilli into half of the mini 
chocolate cupcakes, we wouldn’t do that. Would you like 
one?

GreenoCK
Producer:  Christiana Bissett
Menu:  Kayleigh Tipling, Ramblings Recipes
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: RIG Arts
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two soups
We are not alone - there are two 
places in the world named Alness. 
Yours truly, and another - in Guyana. 
The Alness sugar plantation was 
founded there by a Highland family 
in 1831, where they enslaved 364 
African people and went on to 
great riches. We include these two 
Guyanese soups in our menu to 
reflect on this terrible time in our 
history. 

Metemgee - A thick, spicy soup of 
sweet potato, cassava, plantain, okra 
and corn - cooked in a rich coconut 
milk broth. The recipe was brought 
to Guyana by enslaved Africans and 
passed down through generations.

Guyanese Dhal - A staple of 
Guyanese cooking, with split peas, 
tomatoes and lots of spice.

FC Dough Balls
Go on, pop a dough ball in your 
(goal) mouth. Like the Alness 
home strip they’re black and 
white; white from the wheat 
dough, cut with oats and barley 
as it was in 1847 during the 
Highland Famine, preventing 
unscrupulous landowners 
exporting scarce grain, black 
from poppy seeds, recalling the 
opium trade riches that ultimately 
brought the railway to Alness.

The Dougie Dip 
Plunge your bare dough into the 
Dougie Dip - named after the 
best skinny-dipping spot in the 
Averon River, known only to the 
youngsters of Alness. 

Strongman Slaw
This slaw puts iron in your 
veins.  Our enormous Gortahork 
cabbages weigh considerably 
less than the record-breaking 
286kg Atlas Stone lifted by 
Invergordon’s Tom Stoltman. He 
and sibling Luke are the strongest 
brothers in history, it must be 
something in the water round 
here. In fact, 50s’ strongman Jock 
MacLennan’s Highland Games 
hammer was recently discovered 
in the water down by the Yankee 
Pier - so we’ve thrown in a dram 
from nearby Teaninich Distillery 
in his honour.

aLness
Producer:  Haley Shepherd
Producer:  Mairi McFadyen
Menu:  Col Gordon
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Caesar’s 
tabLe 
Dedicated to Caesar
A black man enslaved 
as a cook at Dingwall’s 
Novar estate until he 
escaped in 1771.

The Rigger
Rigs are part of our seascape; fierce, hardworking 
places that call for hearty food and strong flavours. It’s 
all about the ‘Black Gold’ so The Rigger is loaded with 
oily, golden cheese, ‘chips’ and caramelised onions 
plus punchy rosemary. And the black? A good splash 
of Lea and Perrins, cutting the oil with sweet, sour 
and spice - a nod to the family who gifted Alness our 
Perrins Centre and more besides.

The Field in Bloom
We’re gorgeous. We are! And there’s a trophy cabinet 
crammed with awards to prove it; Britain in Bloom (5 
times), Scotland in Bloom (thrice), RHS Champion 
of Champions, Best High Street… Gorgeous! Such 
green-fingered prowess calls for this green-loaded 
creation; The Field veg’, herbs and edible flowers… 
Delicious! This one’s up for an award, surely?

The Alness Martyr
Ross-shire teacher Donald Macrae (AKA The Alness 
Martyr) was sacked from Bridgend School back in 
1886 over his support for land law reforms, protecting 
crofters. Our local hero went on to lead the famous 
Pairc Deer Raids, drawing international attention to the 
plight of the landless and poor by trespassing on estate 
land; killing, cooking and sharing the deer. This one’s 
for you Donald, with venison salami and Sutherland 
kale.

Fiery Fyrish 
It’s a steep climb from Alness to our landmark 
monument. You might also get a little red-faced from 
the spicy Tamil tomato sauce of the Fiery Fyrish. Built 
by locals in 1782 to commemorate an imperial victory 
in India’s Tamil Nadu, many of the workers had been 
forced from their land to make way for sheep. Years 
later in an important event of the Clearance era, The 
Ross-shire Sheep Riot protests saw them driving away 
the animals that had replaced their dairy herds. So 
while you’ll enjoy loads of delicious slow-cooked, pulled 
mutton plus pickles and dressings, it’s dairy free.

piZZas sides

Photos: Ewen Weatherspoon
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Pea and Bean Green Soup with 
Crispy Noodles vg  gf

Clack clack clack. The sounds of bowls colliding echoed 
for years around here, on this spot where our lovely 
Unexpected Garden, Fair Growing Green now stands. It’s 
heartwarming that our Fairmuir community came together 
to save this green space from the diggers but on this 
occasion, you are very much invited to dig deep into your 
big green, heartwarming bowl…. of soup! Tread softly 
though and play it straight - the beans are the bowls, 
the peas are the Jacks - and the crispy noodles? A nod 
back still further into the past - when we were ringed by 
rope-works, where the women workers of ‘She Town’ sent 
mile-upon-mile of jute around the globe.

Chicken and Apple Fruit Terrine, 
Oatcakes
Fairmuir Park was originally a food marketplace, 
abundant with poultry and produce. Later, landowner 
John Ogilvie generously gifted it as a recreational park for 
the playing of cricket. His only condition, that ‘decorum 
and order’ be maintained at all times. So please, form 
an orderly queue, no shoving, ask nicely - and take a 
generous slice of this peasant terrine. It’s wrapped - just 
like Mr Ogilvie’s beloved cricket balls - in (fruit) leather. 

Sport still reigns champion at Fairmuir, though it’s more 
often football  - so raise a cheer for North End FC as you 
pop an oatcake in your (goal) mouth.

Smoked Tatties, Red Onion, Mustard, 
Salsa Verde vg  gf

“Perhaps to no man does the world owe more than to 
William Paterson of Dundee.” His Victoria potato variety 
was resistant to blight and helped overcome Scotland’s 
famine - so don’t be shy, there’s plenty. That kick of 
mustard will help clear your airways and take a lung-
full of garden-scented Fairmuir air. And what’s that? 
Perhaps that smell of smoked tatties recalls the smokey 
stench that accompanied the coming of the railways in 
1831, when Scotland’s most northerly line stopped at the 
edge of the park and workers could finally head on their 
holidays with their tattie earnings. 

Salted Beef and Carrot Puff Pastry 
Peh ( V  option)
“I could murder a peh.” Well indeed! Because it was a 
murder in nearby Stobie that led to the market being 
relocated to Fairmuir in the first place. Imagine! Salt beef 
and pastry was a go-to food for the factory workers, and 
so it is for the community today. Oh, and our pie is always 
eaten standing up. Why? To honour the 2,000 local folk 
who stood up, stood fast and said NO to developers and 
so preserved this green oasis for good. On your feet!

Dark Chocolate Mousse, Caramel 
Sauce, Elderflower-marinated 
Berries, Almond and Fennel Pollen 
Praline
Our dessert is a proper mix of sweet and spicy flavours 
recalling Janet Keiller’s famous Sweet Factory that 
stood a gobstoppers-throw from here, filling the air with 
the smells of a billion boiled sweets. The factory sold a 
“London Mix” of rejects and misshapes at the gate - but 
our dessert is perfectly done with flavours of aniseed (for 
the Black Jacks), caramel (for the Butterscotch) and more. 
There are berries too - folk round here have picked fruit 
for generations and our pudding is stained like the hands 
of the pickers. And the marinade? How to put this… 
Rumour has it that to increase the weight of their haul 
(Minnie the Minx would be proud!), pickers would (ahem) 
relieve themselves on the berries, giving a slight odour of 
elderflowers. Not that we’d want to put you off… will you 
be finishing that because I could always...

dundee
Producer:  Eilish Victoria
Menu:  Harris McNeill
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Ryan Buchannan
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The GalGael 3 Sisters Stew
This warm-hearted stew combines the companion trio of 
squash, corn and beans - named ‘3 Sisters’ by the Sioux nation 
because they nurture each other like family when planted 
together in the (unexpected) garden. GalGael stand in solidarity 
with the Sioux, and maintain a spiritual connection established 
through Colin Macleod’s visit to North Dakota in the 1980s.

The vegetables are roasted first and seasoned with smoked 
paprika, infusing the fireside aromas that accompany every 
GalGael gathering. There’s cayenne too, for the warmth of the 
welcome, sage for the new age vibes and also…  what’s that 
you can sense? Something special; hard to say what it is, hard 
to put your finger on - words often heard from those touched by 
our clan. Trees and wood are everything to us - since the first 
beech tree that Colin climbed; his stand to save a woodland for 
his community. So our stew pays homage to the canopy with 
cinnamon, maple and pine. Seasoned with fine sea salt; always 
the sea, every grain representing a plate of food; given free and 
gladly. And finally, green-ness - reaching through and around 
everything we do - fresh, leaves, herbs, nature. 

The GalGael 3 Sisters Stew is eaten as the Gall-Gaidheal 
would have, with bread and (if you fancy) barbecued lamb. The 
Gall-Gaidheal are builders of the wooden birlinn boat that is 
our emblem  - so we serve our stew in a wooden boat too. Any 
bread will do, but the Celtic knot has a special resonance for us. 
And the secret ingredient? Conversation and laughter...

Celtic Knot Bread Roll

INGREDIENTS
1 Packet Pizza Dough mix

METHOD
• Follow the instructions on the packet to 

make the dough.
• Roll into 1cm logs around 50cm long.
• Form into simple Celtic Knot shape 

and bake as per instructions on the 
packet.

GaLGaeL
Producer:  Jana Robert
Menu, Recipe and Concept:  Simon Preston
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston and David Lees

Recipe
INGREDIENTS
• 1 tin sweetcorn, drained or 2 cobs of corn, cut from 

the cob
• ½ Butternut squash (about 250g), peeled/seeded 

and cut into 2cm dice
• Small red pepper (optional), deseeded and roughly 

diced 
• 3 tbls oil (olive, sunflower, rapeseed etc.)
• 1 medium onion, roughly chopped
• 1 clove garlic, crushed or chopped
• ¼ tsp smoked paprika
• ¼ tsp ground cinnamon
• Pinch cayenne
• ½ tin beans (kidney/haricot/cannelloni), drained 

and rinsed or 100g dried beans, cooked or 200 
fresh beans

• 1 small tin chopped tomatoes or 2 fresh tomatoes, 
chopped

• 1 tbls maple syrup (optional)
• 150ml water 
• ½ tsp fine sea salt
• Handful of sage and other fresh herbs from the 

garden,, de-stalked and chopped
• Handful of fresh leaves (spinach/lettuce/chard) 

from the garden (de-stalk if chard)
• Handful pine nuts, toasted

METHOD
• Heat the oven to 180C, Gas 4
• Place the diced squash, corn and red pepper on a 

roasting dish, toss with 1 tbls of the oil and roast 
for 20 minutes.

• Meanwhile heat the remaining oil in a frying pan 
on a medium heat and fry the onion for 5-10 
minutes without browning. Stir in the garlic and 
cook for a minute, then add the paprika, cinnamon 
and cayenne and cook for a further minute. Add 
the beans, tomatoes, maple syrup, water, salt and 
a few good twists of ground black pepper - warm 
through, turn down the heat and simmer for 5 
minutes.

• Once the vegetables are starting to brown, add 
the contents of the frying pan to the roasting dish, 
stir gently and cover with foil. Turn the oven down 
to 150C, gas mark 2 and cook for 20 minutes.

• Remove the foil, stir through the leaves and fresh 
herbs with a little water if too dry. Return to the 
over for 5 minutes for the greens to wilt.

• Serve in a wooden boat, sprinkled with toasted 
pine nuts - with bread and (optional) barbecued 
lamb.

Photos: Eoin Carey
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Sueno’s Stone
Your rustic croquette of Cromal cheese - from 
Connage Highland Dairy, just down the road – resembles 
this enormous carved stone that marks the gateway to 
Forres. The obelisk was created (probably) by Picts to 
commemorate a battle against the Norse, so perhaps 
William Shakespeare too was inspired by the stone 
when he wrote that Macbeth fought off the Norwegians at 
Forres. Yes, this is an old, old place – and age brings great 
character, as with your Orchard Fruit Chutney, hand-made 
from apples and pears picked from established trees 
around our town.  Though we’re not quite done in yet! 
Forres is also a place of youth and of energy, of Harriers 
runners, Mechanics footballers and avid cyclists. So we’ve 
picked a side salad of the youngest, funkiest garden and 
wild leaves, bursting with vitality – like us!

A Walker’s Warm Salad
Our landscape is rugged, beautiful and unmatched – a 
haven for walkers and foragers. Your salad pairs earthy-
tasting Carpaccio of Celeriac with roasted Jerusalem 
artichokes, also known as sunchokes – a sly reference to 
the Moray micro-climate that blesses us with more than 
our fair share of sunshine. There are also foraged herbs 
and leaves, wild mushrooms and blaeberries from Culbin 
Forest and the banks the River Findhorn – both beloved 
picnic spots for locals. All in all, it’s a beautiful creation – 
from one of Scotland’s most creative places.

The Flower of Scotland V

Roy Williamson who wrote ‘Flower of Scotland’ was from 
Forres and we honour him here with a dish created to 
resemble our national emblem - the thistle. We have 
music in our bones (proud that the European Pipe Band 
Championship is held here) so our home-made veggie 
haggis ‘thistle head’ is served piping hot and completed 
with Unexpected Garden red cabbage petals and a 
baby leeks stem. Oh and tatties, of course.  Your main 
course is dressed with a drizzle of our local ‘water of life’ - 
Benromach. 

Forres in Bloom
We adore green spaces, growing and gardening – proud 
of our trophy cabinet of awards and to live by our motto 
‘We love where we live.’ At the centre of it all is Grant 
Park, gifted to the town by Sir Alexander Grant, famous 
for fabulous flower displays and for the recently unveiled 
carved Unicorn statue – our national animal. Your dessert 
of home-made sorbets, ice creams and edible flowers 
(encased in ice!) is created by our chef Brett, who runs the 
Mather’s Ice Cream kiosk – so it’s doubly fitting that he’s 
topped it off with an upturned cone/horn. Enjoy!

 

Forres
Producer:  Adam Csenki
Menu:  Brett Mather
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Findhorn Bay Arts, Galgael and Andrew Cawley
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The Unexpected Cove Burger
It had to be a burger just because we just love them. Local beef, of course - we can’t grow many crops round here but 
our beef, it’s good. And the bun is a Bannock. Local flour but the recipe blends our version (baked, of course) with the 
Canadian Bannock, which is fried. Our emigrant ancestors sailed the Atlantic over a century ago, they shared the recipe 
and that ever-present sea can be sensed in the seaweed seasoning. 

Ours is a small but warm community - so your burger is dressed with a little warming horseradish - a flavour that (like us) 
fits well between the land (beef) and sea (weed). For somewhere quite remote, we’re a surprisingly international place - 
perhaps that’s the influence of the naval base.  To prove the point our burger is packed with international flavours, created 
and cooked by artist/curator and food lover Rudy Kanhye who is French, with Portuguese and Mauritian parents.

One thing we’re used to is not having much choice; there’s one pub, one taxi company - you get the picture. So in some 
ways you’re spoiled with our four garnish* options, though you still only get to choose one... But there is plentiful greenery 
including oyster leaves, which taste oddly (you guessed it) of oyster. The Rosneath Peninsula is surrounded by water, fish 
are everywhere - and yet oddly you won’t find all that much sold or eaten here - we’re a bit like the leaves, fishy without the 
fish. We love to sail, so our burger is held together with a wooden mast adorned with the Loch Long flag. 

Join us round the fire, take a big bite and deep breath of that rich sea air, scented with local juniper and foraged 
botanicals, thrown into the flames. 

* Garnishes - choose one!

• Green tomato and apple chutney (not quite enough sunshine here to ripen them)
• Pickled cucumber
• Pickled local sea kale
• Rudy’s ‘sholotta-inspired’ pickle from the Unexpected Garden

Cove
Producer:  Jill Lee
Artist/Curator and Menu:  Rudy Kanhye
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Cove Park
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Extra, extra! Read all about it! Falkirk 
has been a centre of industry for 
centuries – excelling at everything 
from papermaking to publishing; the 
Johnston Press began here back in 
1767. But surely it is iron making at 
the Carron Works (once the largest 
in Europe) that forged the biggest 
mark on our town. In very different 
ways, our cannons and our cooking 
pots have changed the world – those 
3-legged Falkirk Pots are still used 
across Malawi and Southern Africa, 
creating solid connections between 
our two communities. 

Beef Shin with Chilli, Smoked Paprika 
and Italian Cannellini Bean – with 
Horseradish and Spinach Dumplings
Our beef shin is slow-cooked in something similar to the 
Falkirk Pot – beef because our town is really a collection of 
old farming villages and some still remember cattle being 
driven through Grahamston. And shin because we’re down 
to earth, with little time for your fancy cuts.

It was hard, hot work at the furnaces – blistering – so 
there’s chilli and smoked paprika for character. And the 
beans? A nod to the Romans who built walls and forts here 
in 79AD and whose language – Latin – is one of 5 ancient 
tongues with a unique word for Falkirk. See, we’re so at 
the centre of things! 

Stew and dumplings though; the perfect partnership, a 
Paso Doble of deliciousness!  With it, we toast all the 
whirling couples who fell in love at much-missed Doak’s 
Dancing Academy, thousands of local families wouldn’t 
exist without it. Those cannonball dumplings are fortified 
with still more of that iron and heat, namely spinach and 
horseradish.

Irn Bru-Roast Tatties, Carrot and 
Baby Corn, Salted Buttermilk Sauce
As you’ll have gathered, we’re a hard-working bunch – 
enterprising too. A.G.Barr may now be based through in 
Glasgow but it all started here, back in 1875. We’ve used 
a touch of the (allegedly) iron-rich stuff to caramelize the 
tatties, howked from our Unexpected Garden especially 
for the occasion. Carrot wheels presumably for the Falkirk 
Wheel? You might think so, sure enough we’re proud of 
our unique boatlift but it’s the wheels on the bus that go 
round and round – and we’re Britain’s biggest bus builder. 
The corn is in honour of our pals in Malawi, baby ones 
(‘mon The Bairns!) that remind us of the beloved Steeple 
that graces the Falkirk FC logo.

Our elders still remember the ‘soor dook cairt’, bringing 
jugs of whey for parched foundry workers. Whey isn’t 
popular today but its cousin, buttermilk, is - here salted to 
reference the old saltpans at Carron and speckled (Falkirk 
was formerly Fawkirk meaning ‘speckled church’) with 
black garlic. This sauce is drizzled across top and bottom 
of our dish, fitting for ‘the town that stands between the 
two canals’ 
 - Forth & Clyde to the north, Union to the south.

Complaints Procedure: In 1787, Rabbie Burns made 
an infamous trip to the Carron Works and wrote a 
poem complaining how much he disliked it, so Carron 
employees penned the impudent bard a poetic rebuff.  We 
hope you enjoyed Falkirk on a plate – if not, maybe write 
us a poem?

FaLKirK
Producer:  Iain Withers
Ethnologist:  Steve Byrne
Menu:  Nicolas Runga
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Dave Arcari
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One thing you can always say about 
us - we like to party, we do. Wild ones! 
Young and old coming together; chat, 
music, dancing and of course, ‘a good 
spread’. The stories are hilarious – of 
teenagers dancing through Sunday 
night before catching the ferry to 
school on the mainland or revellers 
of all ages stumbling into fishing-boat 
taxis…  So here’s to more memories 
and another good party.

Leek & Tattie Soup ve  gf

Our beautiful, fertile, chalky machair is one of the rarest 
habitats in the world and home to some very special lives. 
Your comforting soup is made with tatties, leeks, onions 
and parsley, planted on the machair for our Unexpected 
Garden project and harvested this week. But before 
you dive in, take a moment to admire the aerial view of 
your starter - low, green-speckled, floating islands in a 
rich, blue-green sea of broth. Gorgeous. Remind you of 
anything? There’s chalk (pens) on the tables too, so feel 
free to express yourself with a personal, pictorial memory 
of North Uist.

Unexpected Garden Salad
Our beauty queen of a salad celebrates the growers of 
North Uist and is decorated with machair edible flowers 
and flavoured with herbs; mint for the fresh, oxygen-rich 
air and baaasil. Er, for the sheep? 

A Good Spread
Vol-au-vents (Smoked Salmon and Horseradish, Veg’ 
Curry), Curry Beef Puffs, Mini Tattie Pasties (V), Quiche 
(V), Tattie Salad (V), Pasta Salad (Ve), Mini Apple 
Pies, Chocolate Brownies - plus plenty of home baking, 
naturally. 

Help yourself to a plateful from our 1970s-inspired buffet, 
fuel for many a Hebridean wild party.  The vol-au-vents 
are presented in Pobull Fhinn ‘stone circles’; salmon and 
horseradish to recall local folklore of the terrifying ‘water 
horse’, and curry because – like so many round here – it 
has found a natural second home on the island. You’ll 
notice that some of the pastries have a ferry-shaped lid 
and some don’t – so it’ll be the luck of the draw whether 
you manage to get a ferry or not. Sound familiar? The 
tatties for our salad are cooked in seawater because wild 
sea swimming is a way of life round here, not just a fad. 
Even our beloved grizzly bear swam here from Benbecula, 
where he had escaped whilst filming an advert. He 
lived wild on the island for 3 weeks and didn’t hurt a fly 
(apparently he only liked cooked food, so he’d appreciate 
our spread). Fact is, bears in the wild love apples (not 
marmalade), so the apple pies are for you, Hercules. 
They’re scented with star anise for a billion stars in the 
clear, night sky – the rionnagan – that will light our way 
home. Make sure you save room for home baking and a 
Chocolate Brownie, soft and squidgy – cut for you like a 
slab of our rich peat, you might even find a wee edible  
‘tractor’ bogged in it…

north uist
Producer:  Sorcha Monk
Menu:  Isobel Graham at Orosay Inn,  
 MacLean’s Bakery, Wee Cottage Kitchen
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Taigh Chearsabhagh
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Cheese and Chive 
Scones
Local man Robert Dick was an 
unusual combination – a baker, a 
botanist and a geologist. Alongside 
running his Thurso bakery he 
devoted himself to studying the 
wildlife and rocks of Caithness. He 
discovered (on Holborn Head, in 
1725) Caithness Holy Grass, now 
preserved in every bottle of Dunnet 
Bay Distillers’ Vodka. Slàinte! These 
cheesy, chive-y rocks are for you, 
Robert.

Unexpected Garden 
Mint and Tattie Soup
Talking of unusual combinations 
– tourists up here often comment 
on how we like to put peach in our 
chicken casserole and banana on 
our pizza – well, what’s wrong wi’ 
that? So here’s another weird twist 
on a classic recipe – just because 
the mint in our Unexpected Garden 
was perfect for picking, weeks after 
the crop down south has gone to 
seed. 

Home-baked Cakes and 
Jam Preserves
We love our home, Caithness. We 
love our landscape, our language, 
our culture, our history – and our 
harvest too. Our passion is to 
preserve all of it for those who will 
make Caithness their home in 
future. But as Robert Dick proved, 
there’s also always something new 
to discover – so grab a slice of 
cake and celebrate our Unexpected 
Garden Harvest, Scotland’s oldest/
newest festival.

Caithness
Producer:  Lauren Miller
Menu:  Ann Brock at Thurso Community Café
Concept and Words:  Simon Preston

Photos: Lyth Arts Centre
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